Let On be the Cuntz algebra generated by s lf •••,s n , and let <P(O n ) be the *-subalgebra of *-polynomials in the generators. We show that if d is a gauge-invariant derivation mapping 3? (On) into <?(# n ), and 8 is approximately inner, then d is inner.
. This paper grew out of a desire to understand this fact more algebraically, and hence pave the ground for an understanding of the Lie algebra of all derivations mapping 3>(0 n ) into &(O n ). It is already known that all these derivations are pregenerators, i. e. they are closable and the closures are infinitesmal generators of one-parameter groups of -automorphisms, [3, Corollary 2.6]. Also, &(O n ) consists of analytic elements for the derivations in Der(£P(O n ), 5*((5 n )), [3] , and hence it seems plausible that the exponential map defines a representation of the covering group of Der(£P(0J, &(O n )), see [13] . Here we will take up the more restricted problem whether all approximately inner derivations in Der(£P(#J, &(O n }} are inner, and our main result, Theorem 4.1, is that this is indeed true for gauge-invariant derivations, i. e. derivations commuting with the restriction of a to the centre T of U(ri). We expect this also to be true for derivations which are not gauge invariant, but we do not have a proof for the moment.
As a byproduct of these considerations we will in § 2 give an alternative construction of the action of the symplectic group U(n, 1) on O n defined in [16] and studied further in [6] ; our construction is based on infinitesmal analysis. We will also give an alternative introduction to the Cuntz states from that of [8], [6] , and use these states to show that none of the non-zero generators of the U(n, 1) action are approximately inner.
In section 5 we will give examples showing that if 3eDer(S>(0 n ), O n \ then d is not necessarily a pregenerator, although ±d are dissipative by [3, Proposition 3.5], and also that d need not be inner if it is approximately inner, even when d is gauge invariant. § 2. Preliminaries First we recall some facts about Cuntz and Toeplitz algebras from [6] , [7] , [8], [11] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [16] .
Let M n be a n-dimensional complex Hilbert space, where 2^n<oo, with complete orthonormal basis {£,: *=1, 2, ••• , n}. The Toeplitz algebra <3 n is the unique unital C*-algebra generated by the range of a linear map / defined on M n such that and The Cuntz algebra O n is the unique unital C*-algebra generated by the range of a linear map s defined on M n satisfying and We write / 4 for /(£<) and s t for s(£i). Then the Toeplitz algebra £T B can be regarded as a C*-subalgebra of the Cuntz algebra O n , by identifying / 4 in £T n , with Sj in 0 n+1 for l^zfgn. Also 2~n is an extension of O n+1 by the compacts. More precisely, let <S n =$(3{ n ) denote the full Fock space
where ®°e# n denotes a one-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by a unit vector Q called the vacuum. Then the projection generates a closed two sided ideal JC n in ST n , which is isomorphic to the compact operators on £F n , and contains p as a minimal projection. Moreover, J< n is generated by matrix units There is an automorphism j9 tt =Ad/ 1 (i/)|c rn on £T n leaving JC n invariant defined by and an induced automorphism a u on O n =^n/^n defined by 
As an example of the use of the correspondence between L and d we give an infinitesimal construction of the action of U(n, 1) on O n defined by Voiculescu [16] (see also [6] ). We take U(n, 1) to be the group of (n+l)x(n+l) invertible matrices A with AJA*=J, where /=( n ), and l n is the identity nXn matrix. We will write \ U l n / where a Q^C , A ± is an nXn matrix, and &, | 2 are vectors in M n . The Lie algebra u(n, 1) of U(n, 1) consists of (7i+l) The exponentiated action of the simply connected covering group £/(n, 1) can be seen, by a direct calculation, to be trivial on the kernel of the covering map, 0(n, l)->£/(n, 1). The corresponding action ft of u(n, 1) on £r ra is unitarily implemented by an action u on 3 n , [17] . In fact where 0*(£), 0(f) are the unbounded 'creation' and 'annihilation' operators; m Then dj8(Z)(7)=ad(dM(Z))(]T) for 7eE5>(£r n ) (acting on In considering the range of 1-(7, it is useful to have available a large class of shift invariant states. A family of shift invariant states was constructed by Cuntz [8] , and appeared in [6] as the weak limits of a e xptx(t-^±°°\ for hyperbolic elements X^u(n, 1). Here we give an alternative construction of these states based on the following general considerations about completely positive maps.
There is a well known correspondence between endomorphisms a of O n and unitaries u in O n [8], (and, as we just explained, between derivations on and skew adjoint operators in O n , [3] 
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But condition 3 just says that £o=0, so putting
we have
The implication 4=^3 is trivial, and the implications 3=}2 and 2=U follows by reversing the arguments in 2=^3 and 1=}2.
K^>G*
KMM+l (L} is a central sequence in Jl, and the trace representation is a factor representation, it follows that where 2 is a scalar. But as the trace state r on Jl is ^-invariant and l-a)(J) it follows that r(L)=0, and it follows by applying the trace to the relation above that ^=0. Thus
L=H-a(H)
where H^Jl M -\, and the theorem is proved. § 4. The Dichotomy The shift algebra £T 1 =C*(s 1 ) generated by Sj contains the compact operators JK as the ideal generated by the projection l-s^f, and C*(Si)/JC=C(T) where T is the circle, [9] .
If /eC(T), let The C*-algebra C*(T f | /eC(T)) generated by the bounded operators T/ on L 2 (T) is canonically isomorphic to the shift algebra C*(Sj), the isomorphism is determined by T^-^S! where id(^)=z for all zeT, Also, if /, g^C(T) then 
